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Abstract. With the increase of attacks and Information Systems getting ever more complex, security operators need tools to help them protecting critical assets. An attack graph is a model to assess the level of
security of an Information System, but it can be used to compute actions
that mitigate the modeled threats. In this paper we present a method to
remediate the most relevant attack paths extracted from a logical attack
graph. In order to help an operator to choose between several remediation
candidates, we rank them according to a cost of remediation combining
operational and impact costs. We implement this method using MulVAL
attack graphs and several publicly available sets of data.
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1

Introduction

Due to the increase in the number and complexity of attacks, any Information
System (IS) is vulnerable. Accurately assessing the risk is necessary but can be
difficult. An attack graph is a risk analysis model regrouping all the paths an
attacker may follow. It is composed of nodes, representing the actions possible
for an attacker. Nodes are linked together with edges, representing dependencies
between these actions. The main attack paths can be extracted from this graph
in accordance to the IS priorities. In this paper we do not take into account the
probability of occurrence of the attack path nor the damages it can do on the
IS, but rather focus on the computation of remediations to an attack path.
A remediation aims at protecting the IS against an attack path by preventing
its fulfillment. The nodes of an attack path not having any incoming edge are
the starting points of attacks and are called preconditions. It is possible to offer
remediation actions to apply on preconditions to mitigate the vulnerabilities and
secure the targeted assets. In this paper, the definition of remediation encompass a patch, a firewall rule or an Intrusion Prevention System rule. Other more
complex remediations such as access control or security policy management will

not be investigated here. The computation of filtering remediations has required
the use of an accurate simulation of the IS network topology. To be usable in an
operational environment, remediation candidates have to be ranked according
to their operational and impact costs depending on the monitored IS. The assessment of the impact cost requires both the simulation of network flows and a
functional model describing the normal behavior of the IS, in order to determine
which nominal services may be disturbed by the deployment of a remediation.
The main contributions of this paper are (1) the design of a remediation
process correcting the relevant attack paths rather than the whole attack graph
generally too complex, (2) the method to remediate these paths based on the
correction of attack preconditions, ranking remediation candidates according to
a cost function considering both operational and impact costs, (3) the build of a
generic remediation database assigning vulnerabilities with their remediations.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly describe the state
of the art. Section 3 formally defines the attack path and its main components.
Section 4 explains how to compute remediations for an attack path. Section 5
describes the ranking of remediation candidates according to their cost. Section 6
details an implementation of this method with the MulVAL attack graph engine
we use for the experiments of Section 7. Finally, in Section 8 we compare our
model with the related work, before concluding on our work.

2
2.1

State of the art
Topological and functional models of the Information System

An efficient security analysis needs an accurate topological model of the system
studied. Recent developments have shown that models of an IS can be created
automatically from network scans [16] [10]. It can also be created by importing
the configuration of network devices as it is done in some commercial solutions
[28]. The model should be as accurate as possible to be exploitable. Nevertheless,
its completeness is not guaranteed by the available technology.
The functional model of an IS is complementary to the topological one. It
contains the dependencies between components of the IS and can be used to
improve the automation of the deployment of remediations. In [33], Toth and
Kruegel present a dependency model that allow to determine the impact of remediations on the whole system. In [14], Kheir et al. propose a framework modeling
dependencies which handles both confidentiality, integrity and availability.
2.2

Attack graphs and attack paths

Attack graphs are a model regrouping all the steps an attacker may follow in an
IS during an attack. It has been first introduced by Phillips and Swiler in [25]. It
has been widely used ever since, thus many heterogeneous models are now behind
the name attack graph. Generally, vertices (also called nodes in the literature)
represent opportunities in an IS or actions that can be done by an attacker,

and edges (also called arcs in the literature) represent the dependency relations
between the opportunities and/or actions. An attack graph can be built using
information about the potential exploits that can be carried out on a network
and using existing vulnerabilities databases [19] [20]. A summary of the state of
the art on the early papers about attack graphs (from 2002 to 2005) has been
done by Lippmann and Ingols in [17]; a more recent by Kordy et al. in [15].
MulVAL, The Multi-host, Multi-stage Vulnerability Analysis Language tool
is an open-source attack graph engine created by Ou et al. [24]. It uses Datalog, a
logic programming language, in order to generate an attack graph in which nodes
are related to each other with logical relations (OR or AND). The other two
main attack graph engines are commercial products: Cauldron [11] (originally
presented by Jajodia et al. in [12]) and Artz’s NetSPA [3].
An attack graph contains targets and multiple paths to reach them. Such attack paths can be extracted from the graph using different algorithms, according
to the needs. Swiler et al. describe in [31] shortest paths algorithms used to find
the most likely or lowest cost attack paths. In [26], Sawilla and Ou present a generalization of Google’s Page-Rank algorithm to identify the most critical attack
nodes. An attack path extraction and scoring function has also been presented
by Bettan et al. in PoSecCo, a FP7 European Research project [4].
2.3

Selecting remediations

Remediations to an attack can be regrouped in three types: corrective, active and
passive. The first one is the correction of the exploitable vulnerability. This is
generally implemented by patch management software. The technology is quite
mature (several tools exist, vendors regularly propose patches for their software)
but it suffers from limitations detailed by Cavusoglu et al. in [5]. The most
important is that patch deployment still requires human intervention: each patch
must be tested on all platforms to prevent conflicts or regressions before being
applied. The active remediations regroup those that prevent the exploitation of
a vulnerability that still exists after the deployment. This is for example the
case of simple filtering by a firewall or an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS).
An IPS blocks flows that has been flagged as abnormal thanks to a signature
or due to its statistical behavior [30]. More generally, an Intrusion Response
System (IRS) is a system that provides other types of responses to a detection.
This is a currently active research topic and many papers treat this subject, as
summarized by Shameli-Sendi et al. in [27]. Finally, the passive remediations
regroup the detection of the exploitation of a vulnerability and its report. This
is a last resort but is widely used, as it can help security operators to know what
happened in their IS. A system that only provides passive responses (alerts,
reports, logs...) is generally called Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [34].
Some papers propose techniques to compute or select remediations using
attack graphs. In [6], Cuppens et al. describe how the LAMBDA language, that
has been used to model attacks, can also be used to model counter-measures and
using the concept of anti-correlation allow to compute the appropriate countermeasures for an attack. In [35], Wang et al. base their analysis on the initial

conditions of an attack graph to compute all hardening options for a network.
This approach has been improved by Albanese et al. in [2] with a near-optimal
algorithm more efficient and cost-sensitive. In [23], Noel and Jajodia describe
several methods to prioritize the deployment of patches depending on an attack
graph. In [9], Ingols et al. explain how they represent three types of countermeasures (Firewall rules, IPSs and proxy firewall) in the NetSPA attack graph.
Attack graphs are also used by Noel and Jajodia [22] to compute the optimal
locations to deploy IDSs in an IS: they allow to minimize the cost of sensors
while keeping a complete coverage of potential attack paths.
2.4

Ranking remediations

There are sometimes several remediations that could be deployed for a detection.
Thus, they should be ranked to select the most appropriate one. Generally, this
evaluation contains an estimation of the impact of a remediation and thus rely
on a functional model as presented above. The ranking method presented by
Toth and Kruegel in [33] first uses an algorithm that evaluates the impact of the
remediations. Then, it advises to select the remediation with minimal negative
effect on legitimate users. In [14], Kheir et al. present how to compute an index called RORI which represents a return on investment of a remediation. It is
based on a dependency graph where are propagated the levels of Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability of assets. This index can then be used to rank remediations. An other parameter that can be taken into account when selecting a
remediation is the impact of such counter-measure against the success likelihood
of the attack. This kind of approach has been presented by Kanoun et al. in [13],
where they implement a model based on dynamic Markov Models to assess the
success likelihood of attacks. This model allow to select the most appropriate
counter-measures to prevent an attacker from reaching its objectives.
Selecting a remediation among many brings challenges to overcome because
it needs the knowledge of many parameters (costs parameters, functional and
topological models) and how to combine them. It also requires assumptions regarding the coverage of the remediations on the attack.

3
3.1

Attack paths and preconditions
Attack path representation

Definition 1. A logical attack graph G is a directed AND-OR graph represented by G(V, A) where:
– V is a set of vertices that describe logical facts. Each vertex could be an AND
(respectively an OR) vertex, meaning that this vertex needs the conjunction
(resp. the disjunction) of its incoming arcs to be true.
– A is a set of directed arcs that represent a logical dependency from the child
vertex to the parent one.

In an attack graph as defined above, it is possible to choose attack targets.
These are the vertices describing important final steps for an attacker. Based
on these targets can be built attack paths using a bottom-up approach from
the target to the upper preconditions of the attack graph. They can be ranked
according to their impact and probability of occurrence, but this is a full-fledged
subject that has been, for example, described in [4] or [26].
Definition 2. An attack path is an acyclic and logically valid subgraph of an
attack graph with one target and several preconditions.
Definition 3. The target of an attack path is the vertex whose outdegree is 0,
deg+ (v) = 0 (no outgoing arcs).
Definition 4. A precondition in an attack path is a vertex whose indegree is
0, deg− (v) = 0 (no incoming arcs).
Definition 5. A subgraph S of an attack graph G is logically valid if S contains at least one vertex and for each vertex v ∈ S, v ∈ G and
if deg−
G (v) > 0 (more than one incoming arc in G):
– if v is an AND, all the parents and incoming arcs of v in G are in S,
– if v is an OR, at least one parent of v and its incoming arc in G is in S.
An attack path may have several intermediate goals but has only one main
goal: the target of the attack path. It contains one, several or all the possible
paths in the attack graph allowing to compromise this target.
3.2

Remediations can be applied only on preconditions

Proposing remediations to an attack path is searching the means to prevent
the attacks and protect its target. An attack path is a logical graph: a fact
is true if and only if the conjunction or disjunction of its parents is also true.
As a precondition does not have any parent, it is not deducted from any other
vertex. So, they are the first conditions from which all other vertices are deducted
and thus the only vertices where can be applied remediations. This is the basic
assumption on which we will build our remediation method.
Sufficient preconditions The attack path contains one target that should be
protected by the remediations. As the attack path is an AND-OR graph, it is
possible to compute all conjunctions of to-be-remediated preconditions, sufficient
to protect the target. This logical expression SP can be represented with a set
of disjunctions containing conjunctions as following:
_
_^
SP =
SPi =
SPi,j
(1)
i

W

V

i

j

where
is logical OR,
is logical AND, SPi is a conjunction of preconditions
sufficient to protect the target (i indexing the conjunction of preconditions) and
SPi,j is a precondition to remediate (j indexing the preconditions).

Fig. 1. Recursive algorithm computing the conjunctions of sufficient preconditions
1: function computeSP(Vertex v)
. Returns the list SP to delete the vertex v
2:
if v is a precondition then
. v has no parent
3:
return [[v]]
. it is the only precondition
4:
else if v is an AND then
5:
res ←[[]]
6:
for each parent p of v do
7:
res ← res;computeSP(p)
8:
end for
W
9:
return res
.
computeSP(p)
p∈{parents of v}

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

else if v is an OR then
res ←computeSP(first parent of v)
for each other parents p of v do
res ←conjunctionOfSets(res,computeSP(p))
end for
return res
.

V

computeSP(p)

p∈{parents of v}

16:
end if
17: end function
18: function conjunctionOfSets(A, B) . Makes the conjunction
and B
W of sets A V
19:
result ← [[]]
. A and B are Or/And sets: A = Ai , Ai = Ai,k
i

20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

k

for i = 1 to size(B) do
buildingResult ← A
for j = 1 to size(buildingResult) do
buildingResult[j] ← buildingResult[j]; B[i]
end for
result ← result; buildingResult
end for
W
W
W
return result
. ( Ai ) ∧ ( Bj ) = (Ai ∧ Bj )
i

j

i,j

28: end function

In fact, computing SP is identical to find all the conjunctions of preconditions
sufficient to delete the target vertex according to the AND/OR formalism.
Definition 6. A conjunction of precondition SPi is sufficient to delete the
target t of an attack path AP if the deletion of each precondition SPi,j ∈ SPi
and its propagation in AP implies that henceforth t ∈
/ AP .
The recursive algorithm that computes SP can be found in Figure 1. It should
be called on the target of the attack path and will go up recursively along the
arcs. All conjunctions of preconditions computed with this algorithm allow to
prevent the access to the target, if remediated. Of course all preconditions can not
be remediated. If this is the case in a conjunction, the entire set of preconditions
will not be usable to successfully protect the target of the attack path.

Fig. 2. Remediation process based on attack paths
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A diagram summarizing the remediation process can be found in Figure 2.
4.1

Remediate a precondition

A precondition contains a logical fact describing what can be used by an attacker.
We detail real preconditions and their remediations in Subsection 6.3, but will
first describe two general methodologies that can be applied to preconditions.
Simple remediations to preconditions The first case appearing when remediating
a precondition is a simple remediation that can be applied to negate this precondition. This usually corresponds to the first type of remediation presented
in the state of the art. You need a database that makes the link between the
precondition (eg: the vulnerability) and how you can remediate it (eg: a patch).
Remediations using the network topology Some remediations require more advanced techniques. This is the case of those which try to prevent the exploitation
of a vulnerability. It corresponds to the second type of remediation of the state
of the art. Computing such remediations requires an accurate knowledge of the
flows exchanged on the network and thus need to simulate the network topology.
4.2

Remediation candidates for an attack path

Each remediation potentially contains several elementary actions. More formally,
for each attack path, we have succeeded to compute:
– A disjunction of conjunctions of sufficient preconditions to remediate, in
order to protect the target of the attack path: SP
– A disjunction of conjunctions of remediation actions sufficient to prevent
a precondition p:
_
_^
RA(p) =
RAi (p) =
RAi,j (p)
(2)
i

i

j

where RAi (p) is a conjunction of remediation actions allowing to prevent the
precondition p (i indexing each conjunction) and RAi,j (p) is a remediation
action (j indexing each action of the conjunction) each remediation action
RAi,j is constituted of the tuple (action to apply, machine to deploy it).

Fig. 3. Algorithm computing the remediation candidates
1: function computeCandidates(SP , RA) . Returns all remediation candidates
protecting an attack path.
2:
res ←[[]]
3:
for SPi in SP do
4:
res ← res ; computeRemedsToPreconds(SPi , 1, RA)
5:
end for
6:
return res
7: end function
8: function computeRemedsToPreconds(SPi , j, RA) . Returns all conjunctions
of actions allowing to remediate the preconditions of SPi starting from j.
9:
SPi,j ← SPi [j]
. j th precondition to remediate
10:
RAj ← RA[SPi,j ]
. Remediations of j th precond
th
11:
if empty(RAj ) then
. j precondition can not be remediated
12:
return [[]]
13:
else
14:
if j=size(SPi ) then
. Terminaison of recursion
15:
return RAj
16:
else
17:
RAj+1..n ←computeRemedsToPreconds(SPi , j + 1, RA)
18:
return conjunctionOfSets(RAj , RAj+1..n )
19:
end if
20:
end if
21: end function

We need to combine SP and RA to compute a disjunction of remediation
candidates containing the actions that allow to protect the target:
_
_^
RC =
RCi =
RCi,j
(3)
i

i

j

where RCi is a remediation candidate (i indexing the number of candidates) and
RCi,j is a remediation action (j indexing the number of actions in the candidate).
An algorithm computing such remediation candidates is shown in Figure 3.

5

Costs of remediations

The last essential point for our remediation method is to estimate the cost of
a candidate. This will help an operator to choose between several candidates
remediating the same attack path. We have identified two principal sources of
cost that must be considered: the operational and the impact costs.
5.1

Operational cost

The first important cost for an operator deploying a remediation is the operational cost (OC). It represents the difficulty to implement the remediation on

the assets and to maintain it. For each remediation action RCi,j that should be
applied, we identified four categories in which this cost can be split.
1. Remediation cost (RC): This is the cost of the input necessary to apply
the remediation, for example, the price of a patch or of a signature.
2. Deployment costs (DC): This is the cost representing the workload to
apply the remediation on the concerned machine.
3. Test costs (T C): This is the cost to test that all important features of the
Information System are still working as expected, after the deployment.
4. Maintenance costs (M C): This is the cost per year of the maintenance
induced by the remediation. It reflects for example the increase of CPU,
memory, storage and treatment of logs that will be induced.
These elements can be expressed in a monetary unit and we detail in Subsection 6.5 how to compute them. The operational cost of a remediation action
is the sum of all these elements as shown in Equation 4.
OC(RCi,j ) = RC + DC + T C + M C

(4)

To simplify the estimation of the operational costs of a candidate containing
several remediation actions, we made the assumption that these actions are
independent. This assumption has been introduced and justified by GonzalezGranadillo et al. in [8] as Axiom 1. This is moreover the most common case,
as the remediation actions are usually deployed on different machines or are of
different types. With this assumption, the operational cost of a candidate is the
sum of the operational costs of its actions, as shown in Equation 5.
X
OC(RCi ) =
OC(RCi,j )
(5)
j

5.2

Impact cost

We propose here a basic impact cost (IC) function that measures the loss due
to the unavailability of services after the deployment of a remediation. This
function uses a list of (1) dependencies of business applications toward services,
(2) services toward network accesses and (3) interdependencies between services.
In addition to this are added cost values related to the temporary and permanent
unavailability (U C) of business applications.
Thanks to those parameters, we can compute the cost of unavailability of
all business applications before (on the real system) and after (on a simulated
system) deploying a candidate RCi , by checking recursively that the services
dependencies are verified as shown in Equation 6.
X
IC(RCi ) =
isImpactedBy(RCi , ba) ∗ U C(ba)
(6)
ba∈businessApp

The impact cost is certainly the most important part to take into account
when deploying a remediation but it is perhaps also the most difficult to quantify,

as it is hard to estimate the cost if a business application is unavailable and to
know which applications will be disrupted by a remediation candidate. It is
therefore very important to provide security operators with indications about
such a cost, to help them choose at best the remediation to deploy.
5.3

Ranking remediation candidates

These costs allow us to attach a global cost C to a candidate as shown below:
C(RCi ) = OC(RCi ) + IC(RCi )

(7)

The candidate cost function can be considered as a ranking function taking
as input an unsorted set of remediation candidates and that outputs a set of the
same candidates sorted according to their cost. This allow a security operator
to select one of the candidates that has the lowest cost.
As the remediation candidates cost function is only used to compare candidates with each other, even if the cost parameters are not assigned exactly, it
does not change significantly the order between them. Thus, the details of the
cost models parameters are not required, but only need to represent a tendency,
in order to conserve the ranking between candidates. This assumption has also
already been justified by Gonzalez-Granadillo et al. in [8].

6
6.1

Implementation
Simulation of the network topology

As we need a simulated network topology representing the target IS, we created
a network simulator that accurately reproduces simple network behaviors of
hosts: we are able to simulate exchanges between hosts, calculate routes, test if
a packet can pass firewall rules, etc. We designed a pivot file in which we put
the topological information needed by the simulator. We also created connectors
to automatically build such a file. The first connector we built was a python
server that gathered the topological information collected by agents deployed on
Linux machines into the pivot format. The second connector was built for the
European Research Project PoSecCo [1], where we had an ontology containing
the network topology. We thus implemented a connector that was querying in
the ontology for the information needed.
6.2

Generation of attack paths

We use the open source attack graph engine MulVAL [24]. It requires three types
of inputs: topological, filtering and vulnerabilities information. We combine our
simulated topology with a vulnerability scan (of Nessus [32]) by merging the
information about services and their vulnerabilities extracted from the scanner
report into our topology. MulVAL inputs are stored in a file using the Datalog
language. It outputs an XML file containing the logical attack graph computed
thanks to its engine from which the attack paths are extracted.

Table 1. Main MulVAL preconditions and their remediations
Preconditions

Description

hacl(src, dst, port, portocol)

The host src has access to dst on Deploy a firewall rule
port using protocol

Possible remediations

vulExists(host, vulID, program) program on host has a vulnera- Apply a patch or deploy a Snort
bility vulID
rule
networkServiceInfo(host, pro- program on host launched as Stop this network service
gram, protocol, port, user)
user open port using protocol
hasAccount(user, host, account) user has account on host

6.3

Disable this account

Preconditions in MulVAL and their remediations

The main preconditions proposed by MulVAL to model attacks and their remediations can be seen in Table 1. We will focus here only on three relevant types
of remediation for an enterprise: applying a patch, deploying a rule on an IPS
(preventing vulExists()) and deploying a firewall rule (preventing hacl()).
Application of a patch In order to propose the right patch to a vulnerability,
we use the parameter in the fact of the precondition vulExists containing the
identifier of a vulnerability, generally a CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) [20]. We use this identifier to look for known patches in the remediation
database we describe in Subsection 6.4.
Deployment of a firewall rule To compute the firewall rule that should be deployed, we use all the parameters of the fact hacl(src, dst, port, protocol). This
precondition explains the network access the attacker needs for his attack. So, it
should be negated by the rule to deploy, which should have the following form:
DROP FROM s r c TO d s t : p o r t USING p r o t o c o l
It can be generated according to the type of firewall aimed. For example, we
propose an automatic generation of iptables [18] firewall rules.
The last problem we need to deal with for the firewall rules proposal is
where it should be deployed. We use here the topology simulation presented in
Section 4.1 to determine the route followed by packets between src and dest:port.
We then deduce on which machine the firewall rule can be deployed.
Deployment of an IPS rule The last type or remediation we will detail is the
deployment of IPS rules for Snort [29] which prevent the exploitation of a vulnerability. For each vulExists related to an hacl, we can know (1) The Snort rules
that may exist to prevent the exploitation of the vulnerability by searching its
identifier in the remediation database presented in Subsection 6.4, and (2) the
network routes that may be used by the attacker to exploit this vulnerability,
by using the simulation of the network and a deduction process similar to the
calculation of the firewall rules. On each route, we must have an IPS host where
we can deploy the rule. Otherwise, the remediation is not possible. The rules we
propose here must be used with Snort in inline mode and they begin with the
drop keyword, meaning that we use it as an IPS.

6.4

Filling the remediation database

One challenge of the proposition of remediation is the ability to build automatically a remediation database. We will describe here how we overcome it.
Database model We use a relational model stored in a SQLite file. We choose
to use a model similar to the one used in the National Vulnerability Database
[21] to represent vulnerabilities. Then, we added two tables corresponding
to the types of remediations. In order to have a N-to-N association with the
vulnerabilities, we also add a join table for each kind of remediation.
Patches We used the NVD [21] to find the links toward patches that correct
vulnerabilities. Among the attributes related to a CVE, a reference can point
to a website describing how to patch the vulnerability. So, we parse the
dumps of the NVD, extract the links toward patches and store it in the
database. Around 20% of the CVE have a ”PATCH” reference attached.
Snort rules In the standard format of a Snort rule, there is an option ”reference” which often contains a CVE. In the freely available database of rules
provided by Sourcefire [29], nearly 50% of the rules are related to a CVE.
6.5

Providing the costs parameters

Operational cost Operational costs depends highly on the company and on
the remediation. So, we choose in our prototype to assign parameters per
types of remediation. Generally the difference of operational cost between
remediations of the same type is low, but it may be also possible to add the
cost parameters into the remediation database, in order to be able to attach
to each remediation specific operational cost parameters.
Impact cost The description of dependencies used for impact cost is also totally dependent on the IS and has to be provided by the security operator. To
describe these dependencies, we use an XML file in which the dependencies
relations are described according to a dependency graph.

7

Experiments and results

In order to validate the whole remediation method described in this paper, we
applied it on several test topologies. We implemented it on the use-cases of the
European Research Project PoSeCo [4]. But before detailing this test-bed and
our experiments on it, we will present a simpler scenario implementing the main
concepts. We will end with a discussion about the complexity of our approach.
7.1

Simple experiment scenario

Network topology and attack scenario The first scenario we implement
rely on a topology that we deployed on virtual machines. It contains 5 Linuxbased hosts: a web server, a database server, an administration machine inside

a LAN, a firewall that protects the LAN and the servers from the Internet, and
the attacker’s machine that is on the Internet. We configure the firewall in such
a way that the web server is the only service that is accessible from the Internet
and the LAN. The web server needs the database server to work properly and has
a full access to it. The enterprise has two business applications using the IT: an
Extranet which is rarely used and an Intranet which is used for all employees and
is thus much more critical. The database server contains also some confidential
information that the company wants to protect.
When the web server is exploited, the attacker can access the database server
and with an other exploit can try to gain access to all the data it contains. This
is the attack path that will be described in the rest of this scenario.
Generation of the attack path and proposition of remediations To
collect the topological information, we use the python agents described in Subsection 6.1. We generate MulVAL inputs and launch the attack graph engine,
then extract the attack paths and select the one presented above. It chains the
exploitation of two vulnerabilities: the first one CVE-2004-1315 is on the web
server, the second one, CVE-2012-3951, is on the database server.
We use our prototype to visualize the attack path to correct and the remediation candidates. We present here the four most relevant candidates, ranked by
cost. We also explain for each candidate why its cost is low, medium or high.
1. The first candidate is the deployment on the firewall of the Snort rule
sid:12610 that allows to block the exploitation of the first vulnerability. This
remediation has a lot of advantages, because it doesn’t interrupt any genuine service, is not too much expensive (deployment can be nearly fully
automated), and blocks successfully the attack. This candidate has no impact cost, a low operational cost and thus a very low global cost, that is why
this is the first one to be proposed.
2. The second one is the proposal of a patch to the first vulnerability. As the
first one, it doesn’t have any impact on normal service, but has much more
operational cost, because deploying a patch need human intervention. So,
this candidate has a low global cost and thus is the second one to be proposed.
3. The third one is a firewall rule that blocks all the traffic from the Internet to
the web server on http port. It has a low operational cost, because it can be
automatized, but has a medium impact because it cuts the access from the
Internet to the web server, even if it keeps all the accesses from the LAN. So
this candidate has a medium global cost and thus is the third to be proposed.
4. The last one is a firewall rule that blocks all the traffic to the web server on
http port. It has also a low operational cost, but has a huge impact because it
cuts also all the accesses for the employees of the LAN to the web server. So
this candidate has a high global cost and thus is the last one to be proposed.
7.2

Results on PoSecCo’s testbed

We will now present the results of this method applied on the testbed of the
FP7 European Research Project PoSecCo [1].

The main use case in which the PoSecCo prototypes have been tested has
two main business services: a broadcaster Internet distribution and a corporate
streaming service. These services have several security requirements and run
on a testbed that has been deployed during the project, on which prototypes
have been tested. It contains around twenty machines (some are representing
server farms) and eight routers. All the topological information needed for our
prototype are collected from an ontology and the attack paths extracted are
ranked according to their impact on security requirements.
On the twenty machines and eight routers, there are more than a thousand
vulnerabilities in total. It was chosen for this project that there will be one
attack path per target, gathering the relevant ways to compromise it. Thus,
after establishing a list of five hosts to protect in priority, the operator has five
attack paths to assess and correct. These attack paths contain between thirty
and hundreds of nodes, the possible remediations are computed in a few seconds.
Due to project limitations, only two types of remediations are proposed: patches
and firewall rules. For each attack path, many candidates are proposed (up to a
hundred), and are ranked according to their operational and impact cost. The
first candidates (lower cost) offer the best compromise between efficiency and
cost and should be the best option for a security operator.
During the project, the prototype implementing this approach was presented
to end-users that compared their risk analysis and its remediation, in anticipation of a change in the testbed topology, with and without the prototype. The
end-users, independent of the project, concluded that the scenario using this
methodology was much more efficient: it reduces the analysis from four hours
to twenty two minutes and could reduce the number of people needed for this
task from between three and six to only one. The result of this evaluation can
be found in PoSecCo’s Deliverable 1.7, in scenario SP06 [7].
7.3

Complexity

What must be well understood before talking about the complexity of our algorithms is that in this paper, we propose remediations to attack paths and not to
a whole attack graph, we thus have smaller complexity issues. Indeed, an attack
graph is usually a large graph whereas, an attack path is smaller, because it
focuses only on the very impactive or the most likely ways to access a target.
The complexity of the algorithm computing the candidates is not very impactive, because 1) it is linear in the number of conjunctions of precondition
and 2) the number of remediations for one precondition is generally low. The
algorithm computing SP depends highly on the structure of the input attack
path, especially on the number of parents of each vertex. In the best case (each
vertex has only one parent) this algorithm is linear in the number of vertices. In
the worst case (each vertex has several parents), the complexity is exponential in
the number of parents of OR vertices. This is the factor that most influence the
complexity. We made simulations on non-realistic graphs with different varying
parameters (number of parents, OR nodes, AND nodes, preconditions...) to validate these results. Nevertheless, in practice on several real use cases, we found

that the number of parents for OR vertices in attack paths is generally low: an
average of 1.7 per OR vertex in attack paths produced by MulVAL. This can be
simply explained knowing that, in an attack path, as explained above, we only
have few different possibilities to compromise a target, alternatives creating disjunctions in the attack path. It implies that this methodology generally scales
well, if the attack paths treated are properly generated.
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Related Work

The papers which describe the closest approach to our work are [35] and [2].
In [35], Wang et al. base their analysis on the preconditions of an attack graph
to compute ways to prevent attacks. But even when they evocate the cost to
choose one remediation solution rather than another, they do not present a
cost function to sort candidates as we did in this paper. In [2], Albanese et al.
extend [35] mainly by adding a cost model, similar to the one we present here,
and by improving the complexity of the algorithm to compute candidates. But
what distinguish our approach from both these ones is that we do not compute
remediations to an attack graph but to attack paths, meaning that our algorithms
are working with smaller inputs. We are convinced that it is much more sound
and efficient to correct only the paths that are significant rather than reasoning
on the global attack graph. This was assessed on realistic use-cases.
What is also original in our approach is that our remediation computation is
generic. In [23] and [22], Noel and Jajodia propose various types of remediations
to predefined types of attacks modeled by attack graphs. The method we present
here is more generic. Indeed, the expressiveness of logical attack graphs allows the
modeling of every attack described with AND/OR conditions and our method
applies to all of them, without the limitations identified in the related work.
Dealing with new attacks only imply to define remediation for potential new
kinds of preconditions. These remediations can be simple or may require network
topology simulation, as the ones presented in this paper.
Furthermore, several databases that contain remediations exist. However,
each database is dedicated to a type of remediation. For example, the NVD
contains information about patches [21] and Snort databases contain only Snort
rules [29]. In this paper, we design a remediation database and fill it using
several online available sets of data. This database contains different kinds of
remediations and can be extended to provide new types of remediations.
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Conclusion

We present in this paper a method describing how to compute remediations for
scored attack paths extracted from an attack graph. Attack graphs have been
widely used for assessing the security level of an Information System, we chose
instead to use them in order to propose solutions to enhance this security level,
by computing remediations preventing attack paths in an Information System.
Using scored attack paths extracted from an attack graph allows us to remediate

only the very likely or impacting paths that lead to main assets which is much
more efficient than remediating the global attack graph.
We have stated that the only vertices on which we compute remediations,
within a logical attack path, are the preconditions. We have implemented algorithms to cluster these nodes into conjunctions of sufficient preconditions to
be remediated, in order to protect the target of an attack path. Then, after
explaining how to compute remediation actions to prevent a precondition, we
detailed their combination with the sufficient conjunctions of preconditions to
determine the candidates. As the operator has to choose one remediation among
several candidates providing the same remediation objective, we assign to each
remediation a global cost combining operational and impact costs. To calculate
topological remediations to certain preconditions and to assess the effects of
remediations on the system, we have designed a simulated network topology.
Limitations of the logical model used for modeling attack graphs were detailed during this study since this model is deterministic and not dynamic. Thus,
it has to be extended into a quantitative model to represent dynamic attacks and
to model them more accurately. However, this logical model has the advantage
to be efficiently generated and processed and is well suited to model potential
attacks. Future work will study the computation of more complex remediations
with the development of a more accurate cost function. A prerequisite will be a
better knowledge of the IS through new mining techniques.
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